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p a r

J.A. Hall, D.F. O'Dacre, R.J. Chenier, G.M. Arbique

RESUME

Des Techniques d'analyse par arbre de défaillance ont été utilisées
pour évaluer le système de sûreté du réacteur de recherches ZED-2 des
Laboratoires Nucléaires de Chalk River. A cause de l'importance de l'arbre
de défaillance et de nombreuses interliaisons dans la structure du système,
on n'a pas modularise cet arbre. De plus, il a fallu une documentation
complète.

Après avoir donne' un bref aperçu du réacteur et de l'analyse, la
présente communication se concentre sur les outils informatiques ayant
permis de réaliser l'analyse. Il a fallu deux types d'outils: une
capacité d'édition de texte et de gestion de formules pour de grands volumes
de données sur les éléments et le système et les programmes d'analyse par
arbre de défaillance eux-mêmes. Les solutions (et défaillances) y sont
examinees ainsi que les outils que nous mettons déjà au point pour la
prochaine analyse.
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ABSTRACT

Fault Tree Analysis Techniques have been used to assess the safety system of
the ZED-2 Research Reactor at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. This turned
out to be a strong test of the techniques involved. The resulting faul t tree was
large and because of inter- l inks in the system structure the tree was not
modularized. In addition, comprehensive documentation was required.

After a brief overview of the reactor and the analysis, this paper
concentrates on the computer tools that made the job work. Two types of tools were
needed; text editing and forms management capability for large volumes of component
and system data, and the faul t tree codes themselves. The solutions (and fai lures)
are discussed along with the tools we are already developing for the next
analysis.
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FAULT TREE ANALYSIS OF A RESEARCH REACTOR

COMPUTER TOOLS THAT WORK

INTRODUCTION

The ZED-2 reactor is a low power research reactor intended for fuel lattice
studies. The reactor, which has been in operation at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories of Atomic Energy of Canada since 1959 runs at powers less than 200 W
for periods typically under an hour in duration a few times a week. The reactor
has a safety system that shuts down the reactor on various system trips. All
maintenance and testing of the safety system are performed while the reactor is
shut down.

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) techniques have been used in an assessment of the
safety system of the ZED-2 reactor. FTA is a form of system analysis that uses
deductive logic to understand how a system works and might fail [1]. A graphic
model and logic are used to find the credible combinations of events that lead to a
particular undesired state of the system. The technique can be used both
qualitatively and quantitatively to obtain an estimate of system availability.

FTA is part of the larger packages of Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) and
Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA). These analyses can take place at many levels,
from overview analyses that can be done with paper and pencil to very detailed
assessments using sophisticated computer codes. While ultimately expert system
techniques coupled with large reliability databases are expected to handle all
aspects and levels of PRA and PSA analyses, the current approach is to choose the
best tools on a project by project basis.

The ZED-2 analysis was very detailed. The system was examined to the level of
individual relay contacts. Four features dominated the data handling
requirements:

(1) storage for detailed component reliability data including descriptive
information, possible failure modes, and failure rates; and for descriptions
of how these components were used in the system including system interactions
and test methods,

(2) report generation on the component and system data for review by the owner of
the facility and by an audit group,

(3) editing and revision of the component and system data as a result of reviews,
and

(4) manipulation of a subset of the component reliability data by computer codes
for qualitative and quantitative evaluation of large fault tree structures.
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Initially hand entry of data onto preprinted forms was tried. The argument
was that this would be the easiest way to collect data in the field, and only the
FTA model itself would be constructed on a computer. However, the form design
itself proved to be too inflexible to accommodate the varying data from different
component types. In addition, the frequent review and editing of data plus the
volume of data made hand entry onto forms inefficient. Thus the decision was made
to use a computer-aided system for both parts of the analysis.

The computing requirements were of two distinct types; data base management
with associated text editing capabilities, and mathematical analysis based on a
very limited portion of the data. There were no particular constraints on the
equipment available. Within the computer laboratory where the analysis was
performed there were microcomputers (both IBM PCs and Macintoshes), a VAX 750, and
access to the CRNL mainframe system consisting of a CDC Cyber 175, and CDC 6600.
Outside facilities could be networked.

There were constraints from the users of the tools. While an experienced
software analyst was used on the project, his efforts were concentrated on the FTA
codes. The analysts doing the data collection and management were not software
experts and ranked ease of use high among their priorities for tool selection.

DATA HANDLING REQUIREMENTS

Data was collected for about 150 components in the ZED-2 safety system. This
data included:

. identification of the component,

. a component description,

. identified fault or failure modes, and

. failure rate data.

The data was presented in a table format as shown in Figure 1. The data is
for a fictitious relay.

System data was also collected for these components. This data describes how
the component fits in the systems and includes:

. the function of the component in the system,

. the modes of operation of the system,

. a description of maintenance and calibration procedures,

. a description of operator interactions,

. a description of testing procedures, and

. common mode data.

The system data was largely presented in a text format as shown in Figure 2.
Again the sample data is for a fictitious relay.
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Page 1 of 8 COMPONENT D A T A : GENERAL

COMPONENT

NUMBER IN USE

DESCRIPTION:

If known provide:

- design specs,

- identification,

- age.

COMMENTS

history attached

FAULT
OR
FAILURE
MODES:

- iii.eralure or
o.\'perience:

(attach details)

FAILURE DATA:

MIL-SPEC

IEEE

RAC

OH

(other) OH

SOURCES/
REFERENCES:

RELAY, Sensitive, 4PDT

8

manufacturer:

I D * :

C.P. Clare Ltd., Toronto Ont.

37 HF. A 700XX

manufacture year:

quality:

designer:

commercial
-

commission date:

operating range:

size/rating/power

CODING

ZX7
ZXVM
ZXAV
ZXB
ZXTB
Z1DXI
Z2DXI
Z3DXI

c
10 VAC coil ; estimated maximum ratings - 5A contact rating, 18niA coil
urrent

- Small telephone type relay.
- Long unbalanced armature. - Exposed contacts.
- Coii has 5.800 turns
- Plug-in socket type- 20 pins.
- All are located on " Plug-In Panel".

repair replacement modifications

LIST:

Failure of NO contacts to close (or NC to open) when energized, (most probable)

Failure of NO contacts to open (or NC to close) when de-energized.

Contact short-circuited.

Coil open-circuit.

Coil short-circuit.

Failure to energize on demand.

Electrical parameter deviation.

RATE
avg./rec.

0.02

0.015

3.9

3.1

- number of experienced faults

UNITS
occ./per

10E6hrs

10E6hrs

10E6cyc

10E6cyc

RANGE
(bounds or confidence)

0 © Low

0.003 ©lo 60%

20.0 © High

0.044 ©hi 608

SOURCE/PG.

4/T-3.20

4/T-3.20

4/T-3.20

4/T-3.20

4/T-3.20

4/T-3 20

3/245

COMMENTS*

see page 2

all modes

all modes

failure to close

failure to open

SOURCE
page

210

85

T-2.19

T-2.19

[1 ] MIL-SPEC Mil i tary Handbook, MIL-HDBK-217D, 15 January 1982
[2 ] IEEE Std 500, Reliability Data, 1984
[3] RAC Reliability Analysis Center, Non Electronic Parts Reliability Data, summer 1984
[ 4] OH Component Reliability Data for Candu Nuclear Stations, Report No. 84458
OTHER

* any data available

FIGURE 1 :

on distribution used, population size, or time basis (history, operating time, multiple or single cycle).

Component Data Form as Generated Using MacDraw on a Macintosh.
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D _ ._ COMPONENT/SYSTEM DATA
Page 3 of 8 H Q W , T F , T S , N SYSTEM

COMPONENT:

FUNCTION:

-how used

-purpose

MODES OF
OP F RAT ION:

RELAY, Sensitive, 4PDT

CODING

ZXA

OPERATING PROCEDURE.!

XA is diconnected from its power source. Pane! Circuit * 1, if any of the following relays should
de-energize: XA6. LOPC Trip relay, XA3. LPA trip relay. XA5, LORA»2 trip relay. RVM. XA1. or
LOPA*1 trip relay (all in channel A); or X!" relay (channel A or B). Also, XA would de-energi2e if
any of the 7 manual trip switches should open-circuit. Note that relay "XI de-energizes when any of
the 3 dump valves open, regardless of which channel initiated the trip. XA is latched in a
de-energized state by a trip occuring in channel A, or by the relay contacts 'XI-8/9 changing to an
open circuit state.
XA can only be re-energized by activating "Trip Reset".

EFFECT ON SYSTEM: | ACTIVE |x | PASSIVE |

Whe XA de-energizes, contacts XA-2/3 and XA-4/5 open circuit to disable itself. XA is
"self-latching" and can only be re-energized by using "trip reset". In addition, contacts XA-8/9
and XA-11/12 open circuit to de-energlze the remaining components of trip channel A ;*Channel A
Clear" indicator, LT-3; and relays 1XA, IDA. 2DA. and 3DA. When XA de-energizes, contacts
XA-7/8 . and XA-10/11 close to short circuit the remaining components of trip channel A. This is
to ensure that the remaining elements are completely disabled.

STANDBY(Active transition from a tripped state): (

To enter the "Standby" mode from a tripped slate, the reactor must be sequenced through the test
routine. Prior to this process XA is de-energized; contacts XA-2/3, XA-5/6. XA-B/9. and
XA-11/12 are open-circuit; and contacts XA-7/6, XA-10/11 are closed circuit. Note that the
contacts XA-2/3, and XA-5/6 are open circuit and disable the coil of XA from re-energizing at this
time. When the test routine is initiated and "Trip Reset" is pressed, contacts 1TXB-2/4 and
1TXB-6/8 close to short the disabling contacts of XA and "XI. XA will now energize; contacts
XA-2/3. XA-5/6, XA-8/9. and XA-11/12 close; and contacts XA-7/8, and XA-10/11 open. XA
remains energized at the conclusion of a successful test.

STARTUP:

Relay remains energized; contacts XA-2/3, XA-5/6, XA-8/9. XA-11/12 are closed; contacts
XA-7/8. and XA 10/11 are open.

NORMAL OPERATION:

Relay remains energized; contacts XA-2/3, XA-5/6, XA-8/9, XA-11/12 are closed; contacts
XA-7/8, and XA 10/11 are open.

TRIP PROCESS: j

In the event of a trip in channel A; or if the series combination of contacts "XI-8/9 and XA-2/3
should open circuit; or if the contacts XA-5/6 should open circuit; then, relay XA would
de-energize immediately. When XA de-energizes, contacts XA-2/3 . XA-5/6. XA-8/9. and
XA-11/12 will open- circuit; and XA-10/11 and XA-7/8 will short circuit.

GUARANTEED SHUTDOWN:

XA is energized; contacts XA-2/3, XA-5/6, XA-8/9, and XA -11/12 are open; and contacts
XA-7/8. XA-10/11 are closed.

FIGURE 2: Component/System Data as Generated Using MacDraw on a Macintosh.
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Thus for each component there were 7-9 pages of data, or a total of about 1300
pages of text to be handled. This information was subject to several levels of
review, with revision likely at each level of review. Thus ease of text editing
was of prime importance in the choice of software tools. It was also essential
that the reliability analyst enter the data himself to reduce the possibility of
error. Because this was only one of many tasks the reliability analyst performed,
speed was important. Finally, any output was to be of high enough quality to be
used in internal reports. The data was not for external publication and thus it
was not necessary that letter quality output be obtained.

DATA HANDLING METHODS

Successful data handling methods.

Several approaches were tried for the data handling. The final and most
successful approach was to use the MacDraw package on the Macintosh. A dot-matrix
printer was used to provide the outputs shown in Figures 1 and 2. Use of this
package required the Macintosh to be configured in its basic setup including an
external floppy disk drive.

This approach was successful for several reasons. The Macintosh was easy to
use, so the reliability analyst could concentrate on the data entry, not the
computer system. The use of a mouse with full page editing made revisions easy,
while the "icon-oriented" operating system made memorizing special computer
commands unnecessary. It was rarely necessary to open an operations manual in
order to perform basic computer tasks.

The MacDraw package was chosen for the form generation because it was the most
powerful graphics software package available. The excellent graphics capability
permitted the creation and revision of a wide range of styles of reports. The
package also provided full screen text editing. The fact that MacDraw has no data
base capabilities was not a problem for this particular application. Although 150
components were described, they could be classified into a relatively small number
of types. Thus data management (arranging, sorting, and retrieving data) could be
done through the Macintosh's unique file representation.

Unsuccessful data handling methods.

Prior to settling on the use of MacDraw on the Macintosh, a number of other
options were assessed and rejected. The use of the CDC mainframe was rejected
because of the turnaround time. While configured as a multiuser system, the system
is neither as fast nor as user-friendly as a micro. There was the option with the
mainframe of using Basis, but in this particular application the needs for fast
text editing heavily outweighed the added analytical capability of a relational
database.

The use of the VAX was rejected because at the time the analysis was performed
the VAX system was relatively new and without the full software support.
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An IBM PC was seriously considered and several packages were tried. However,
it was not possible to produce the quality of report required by the facility owner
and the audit group. Also, the graphical capabilities were inferior to that of the
Macintosh.

On the Macintosh, the datahandling evolved as several packages were tried.
The advantages and disadvantages of those rejected for this application, where
graphics and text handling capabilities dominate, were:

(1) MacPaint. This package was very good for producing specialized symbols, etc.,
but it uses a lot of disk space to store a page of data. Text editing was
poor.

(2) FileMaker. The database capabilities of this file handler package were not
strong enough to outweigh the superior graphics and editing of MacDraw.

FAULT TREE CODE REQUIREMENTS

FTA uses a graphic model combined with deductive logic to find the credible
combinations of events that lead to a particular undesired state of the system. A
typical fault tree is shown in Figure 3, and the techniques and symbols are
explained in reference [1]. The system is described as a series of "events"
connected by logic gates. The top event is an undesired state (system failure).
Intermediate events describe faults in the system or subsystem contributing to the
top event. Basic or undeveloped events indicate that the level of resolution of
the analysis has been reached and no further development of the tree is required.

For qualitative evaluation of the system model the logical relationships in
the tree are expressed by boolean algebra. The result is a system of equations,
one per gate. These equations are evaluated to obtain "minimal cutsets", which are
the unique combinations of basic failures that cause system failure. For all but
the simplest cases this evaluation is done by computer code, and several standard
codes exist. Knowledge of the tree structure can facilitate this task, either by
identifying modules that can be evaluated independently or by reducing the boolean
algebra.

For quantitative model evaluation, failure rate data for the basic events are
used with the minimal cutsets to predic"; the system failure rate, the system
reliability, the system unavailability, or the expected number of system failures
in a given time period. Again, these evaluations are normally done with a computer
code, and several standard codes exist.

A deliberate choice was made at the beginning of the ZED-2 analysis that the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the tree would be done by "brute force"
through computer codes. This rejected the options of evaluating the resulting tree
in modules and merging the modules, or of using knowledge of the tree structure to
collapse or simplify the tree.
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TOP EVENT
(UNDESIRED

EVENT)

FIGURE 3: TYPICAL FAULT TREE



This choice was made for two reasons. Because a voting gate occurred right at
the top of the tree, without a modular approach the tree would be large. This can
be seen by Figure 4 showing a 2 out of 3 voting gate. Thus it was a good test case
for existing software. Secondly, because of the design of the safety system there
was considerable interlinking (repeated components) low in the tree. This meant
any reductions would have to be done with care.

With the brute force approach, the resulting tree had over 1100 gates, with
over 800 basic events. The main requirement of the fault tree code was simply that
vit handle a tree of this size. An experienced programmer was available to run
and/or modify the code, and this programmer worked in conjunction with a
reliability analyst. There was a certain amount of tedious data entry for the
code, but nothing in comparison to the general data handling.

FAULT TREE CODES

Successful fault tree codes.

After trying a number of standard fault tree codes, it was necessary to
develop an in-house code to handle the qualitative tree. The choice was made to
base this code on MOCUS (a standard code [2]) and implement it on the VAX. The
software development time was approximately six man-months.

The key features of the resulting code, MOCUS-II, are:

(1) Interactive Use. MOCUS-II allows interactive entry of the title of the fault
tree, the name of the file defining the tree structure, the type of minimal
sets to be found, and the maximum size of the minimal sets to be found. There
is screen display of the storage requirements; the number of expanded Boolean
Indicated Sets (BICS), and the maximum size of any one BICS. There is also
screen display of error messages. Error messages will occur if the maximum
allowable number of gates is exceeded, the maximum allowable number of
components is exceeded, or an error has occurred but execution is continuing.

(2) Increased tree size. MOCUS-II provides a significant increase in the size of
fault tree that may be handled. For optimal tree structures it can handle
6000 gates, 4000 components or basic events, and 22 500 expanded BICS, with
the maximum length of 38 elements per BICS. Certain non-optimal tree
structures may exceed the storage required for the expanded BICS. This can be
allowed for by re-allocation of storage in the code.

(3) Tree pruning capability. MOCUS-II allows branches of the tree to be "pruned",
or removed from the model. In an interactive mode, specific branches can be
pruned for a single run of the code. In a batch mode, specific branches
(usually a large number) can be pruned for several runs of the code.

The quantitative analysis can be done by SUPERPOCUS [3], a standard
qualitative code usually run in conjunction with MOCUS. The input data required by
SUPERPOCUS is automatically generated by MOCUS-II.
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A,

1

A2 A3

FIGURE 4: 2 OUT OF 3 VOTING GATE
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Unsuccessful fault tree codes.

Prior to getting into code development a number of existing codes were
assessed.

(1) MOCUS on CRNL CDC mainframe. This was a public domain version of MOCUS and
several problems were encountered. The code was unable to handle trees cf the
necessary size, and had actual software problems. The code would fail to
execute on incorrect array dimensions, etc. There were also problems with the
mainframe system in that the turnaround time was too slow and the editor for
input files was hard to use resulting in error-prone runs.

(2) MOCUS on IBM PC (Coade Reliability Package). This was unable to handle a tree
of the necessary size.

(3) RESULTS on VAX 11/750 (from MSI - Management Sciences Inc.). This code was
unable to handle a tree of the necessary size.

SETS was not seriously considered because of the requirement for an "expert
user". An arbitrary decision could have been made to rewrite KITT instead of
MOCUS, but similar effort was anticipated.

FUTURE TOOLS

As mentioned in the introduction, the ultimate intent is to use expert system
techniques coupled with large reliability databases to handle all aspects of PRA
and PSA analysis, not just FTA. This development is ongoing. In addition, some
stand-alone packages are being considered in the short term.

For analysis similar to ZED-2, but with stronger database management
requirements, the forms management system "The Manager" is being used. This
package allows first time users to easily develop a database scheme, while also
providing the tools to develop more powerful and complex databases. This is a
short term solution which would be replaced by the database in an expert system.

If, as in ZED-2, the tree is drawn by hand by the reliability analyst and
report quality trees are prepared by draftsmen, the result is both time consuming
and expensive. Therefore, a CAD package is being designed that:

. enables the analyst to draw the tree at a terminal

. provides input files for the qualitative and quantitative fault tree codes,
and

. provides report quality output.

REFERENCES
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